
W H I T E  W I N EW H I T E  W I N E
HOUSE WHITEHOUSE WHITE
A combination of Chenin Blanc and Pinot Grigio grapes, where tropical fruit flavours of passion fruit meet notes of 
apricot and peach
South Africa

PRINCIPATO PINOT GRIGIOPRINCIPATO PINOT GRIGIO
Delicate, floral and fruity aromas with a hint of stone fruit. The palate is crisp with citrus characters, crunchy green apple and a lightly spiced finish
Italy

TALL HORSE CHARDONNAYTALL HORSE CHARDONNAY
Brilliant gold with broad tropical fruit top notes revealing a delicious, rich palate packed with forward ripe fruit flavours, layered with spicy vanilla 
and a fresh citrus finish
South Africa

TALL HORSE SAUVIGNON BLANCTALL HORSE SAUVIGNON BLANC
Expressive soft and sunny tropical fruit aromas tinged with grass and herbs. A deliciously fresh and racy entry with a stampede of green pineapple, 
gooseberry and citrus flavours finishing with zesty vigour
South Africa

7 DEGREES MARLBOROUGH SAUVIGNON BLANC7 DEGREES MARLBOROUGH SAUVIGNON BLANC
A crisp, zesty and refreshing Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc with notes of citrus, lemongrass and passionfruit
New Zealand

GUILLAUME AURELE VIOGNIERGUILLAUME AURELE VIOGNIER
A rare grape variety. Full-flavoured layers of luscious apricot and peach fruits with a long clean finish
France

R O S E  W I N ER O S E  W I N E
HOUSE ROSÉ (WHITE ZINFANDEL)HOUSE ROSÉ (WHITE ZINFANDEL)
Ripe juicy grapes produce this delightful wine with aromas of fresh strawberries and soft red fruits.  Mouth-watering summer berry flavours with a 
hint of candy create this perfectly balanced wine
USA

BELFIORE PINOT GRIGIO BLUSHBELFIORE PINOT GRIGIO BLUSH
Pale, blush colour with a bouquet of fruited elegance. The taste is delicate, fruited and persistent
Italy

CHATEAU ROUTAS PROVENCE ROSÉCHATEAU ROUTAS PROVENCE ROSÉ
Pale, hint of pink, freshly cut watermelon, ripe peach aromas and floral notes lead to a palate alive with wild strawberries and hints of mineral notes
France

R E D  W I N ER E D  W I N E
HOUSE REDHOUSE RED
A full bodied juicy red wine with rich, ripe dark berry flavours. A bold and expressive blend that balances the best of both Pinotage and Shiraz varietals
South Africa

MURPHY’S SHIRAZMURPHY’S SHIRAZ
Cherry red with hints of dark plum and chocolate on the nose which is seamlessly balanced with sweet lifted fruit, subtle oak and soft tannins
Australia

TALL HORSE MERLOTTALL HORSE MERLOT
Lashings of black cherry, mulberry and plum fruit flavour well incorporated with deft oak notes
South Africa

MONTGRAS CABERNET SAUVIGNONMONTGRAS CABERNET SAUVIGNON
Bright ruby colour. Ripe blackberries and plums and a hint of fresh of blackcurrant. Balanced and juicy on the palate with round, soft tannins
Chile

LOS PRIMOS MALBECLOS PRIMOS MALBEC
Full bodied and rich, showing black fruits and jammy complexity with a long finish; including a twist of black pepper
Mendoza, Argentina

GRAN LOGRADO RIOJA RESERVAGRAN LOGRADO RIOJA RESERVA
Smooth and velvety with a balanced structure and ripe tannins. A wine with a long finish, very involving with a good vanilla finish
Spain

MOËT & CHANDONMOËT & CHANDON
Famous in name and famous in taste. Perfect for the ultimate occasion. Vibrant, fresh and elegant
France

HOUSE CHAMPAGNEHOUSE CHAMPAGNE
With great complexity and finesse, this has an energising, citrusy palate and delivers an equal measure of ripe, toasty fruit followed by a tasty, elegant 
finish
France

LUNETTA WHITE PROSECCOLUNETTA WHITE PROSECCO
A deliciously light and fruity Prosecco with hints of apple and peach on the nose and a fresh, softly sparkling palate
Italy

LUNETTA ROSE PROSECCOLUNETTA ROSE PROSECCO
Appealing pink with cherry coloured hints. Fresh berry aromas and a fine fizz lead to redcurrant and citrus notes on the palate balanced by bright 
acidity and a clean, dry finish
Italy

C E L E B R A T I O NC E L E B R A T I O N
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Buy two glasses of house wine & get the rest of the bottle freeBuy two glasses of house wine & get the rest of the bottle free
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